an artwork then look like that was not only produced in exile, but formally accounted for its conditions? Could there be something like exilic drama or exilic theatre? 4 Such a predicament encountered a singular response in the work of the German-Jewish poet and playwright Else Lasker-Schüler (1869-1945), specifically in her third and final drama, IchundIch: eine theatralische Tragödie. 5 Lasker-Schüler may have conceived of the central motif of the drama as early as 1931, when she wrote her "last great essay on German soil," "Das Gebet," which thematizes a divinely inspired division within the human being who wishes to "find herself again." 6 Yet it was only after being denied re-entry into Switzerland in 1939 and subsequently condemned to permanent exile in Palestine (after two previous stints there in 1934 and 1937) that she came to IchundIch. 6 Bauschinger writes that amidst the tumultuous events in Germany of the early 1930s "schrieb Else Lasker-Schüler ihren letzten großen Essay auf deutschem Boden, 'Das Gebet'. Darin schottet sie sich völlig von der sie umgebenden Gehässigkeit ab und findet zum ersten Mal zu der Vorstellung, die ihrem letzten Drama, IchundIch, zugrunde liegen wird: dem von Gott in zwei Hälften geteilten Menschen, der sich 'wiederfinden' will." See Bauschinger, p. 329. 7 For more on Lasker-Schüler's relationship to Ernst Simon during these last years, see Bauschinger, pp. 425-436. attributing its unconventional aesthetics and alleged poetic incoherence to the onset of senility. 8 It was not until decades later that Margarete Kupper effectively rediscovered the drama, writing its first afterword; the first production of IchundIch in Germany was in 1979 under the direction of Michael Gruner. 9 The drama has been recently discussed in the context of Charlie Chaplin's
The Great Dictator and Ernst Lubitsch's To Be or Not to Be as one of the most significant satires of National Socialism produced during the regime's reign.
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IchundIch, which was initially intended to serve as the centerpiece of a second "Palästina-Buch," consists primarily of a play within a play written by the exiled poetess and directed by the likewise exiled Austrian-Jewish playwright, Max Reinhardt. 11 Part grotesque parody of the rhetorical gestures of National Socialism and classical German culture alike, and part staged theodicy, the drama opens with a prelude that presents the poet walking through the streets of Jerusalem in the early 1940s, telling her theatre companion that the events about to transpire took place ten and a half years ago, "in the godforsaken Nazi city." 12 The first five acts take place in hell (near the Tower of David, the fictional "Hell Ground") 13 ; in the sixth act we Bronfen has advocated a notion of exile that transcends the historical condition, defining it additionally as a trans-epochal poetic disposition expressed through the language of a given text.
Exile functions for Bronfen as a heuristic for textual analysis that can be decoded through recourse to the author's biography or through a close reading of a given work. 15 An exilic work may or may not have been produced in actual exile, but it must somehow invoke this condition through its formal features. Enzo Traverso has recently written of the "epistemological privilege of exile," specifically in the context of National Socialist Germany, suggesting that GermanJewish exiles were, in a certain sense, compensated for the "privations and uprooted life in exile" they suffered by honing an intellectual perspective denied to those who never left Germany or Austria. 16 Edward's Said's "Reflections on Exile" explicitly reminds his readers that with this phenomenon comes terror, alienation, and devastating loss, and he distinguishes the exile from the "refugee," the "expatriate," and the "émigré." Exile stands, for Said, in dialectical relation to nationalism, insofar as the exile knows that "homes are always provisional. Borders and barriers, which enclose us within the safety of familiar territory, can also become prisons, and are often defended beyond reason or necessity." 17 While we cannot empirically measure the effects of exile on a particular writer, Bronfen, Traverso and Said all point to a necessary relationship between exile and the intellectual or artistic work produced under its auspices.
In the context of the drama in question, it is important to note that Lasker-Schüler's relationship to Palestine could best be described as ambivalent, Alfred Bodenheimer having described Jerusalem as her "imposed homeland." Longing for a real home, her childhood, her mother, and an end to the "world's decay," 18 Lasker-Schüler never entirely accepted Jerusalem as her final resting point, let alone an end to her exilic existence, as many wished for it to be. 19 Thus like the characters and the various subplots that parade on stage, Jerusalem functions in the drama more as a floating signifier or product of the literary imagination than a fixed historical background against which the action takes place. 20 Both time and space are transformed and transfigured in the drama, which engages in constant dialogue with other "precursor texts" and historical discourses repurposed for new aesthetic and political ends. 21 By decoding a few key scenes and configurations, I will argue that IchundIch stages the fraught historical trajectory of German-Jewish exile without undermining or aestheticizing the gravity of this historical experience. Through recourse to a series of what the author calls "book-related" affinities (an important phrase to which I will later return), the drama reflects on both the highly contested terrain of the German literary tradition as well as the mutual implication of German and GermanJewish culture-in spite, or perhaps because of the historical circumstances that occasioned its production. Upon entering the theatre of her "Hell play in the parquet" 22 with her companion at the end of the prologue, the poet whistles the tune to a nineteenth-century Swabian Volkslied, ushering in the play within the play: "Muß i denn muß i denn zum Städtli hinaus, Städtli hinausund du, mein Schatz, bleibst hier." 23 The song is not incidentally about a soldier's promise to remain faithful to his lover as he departs for war, establishing an analogy between the play about to unfold and the war (presumably, the Second World War) invoked in it, and hinting at the possibility of not ever returning. Through this song, the exiled poet is brought into contact with an earlier moment in German popular culture, initiating what will become a recurring phenomenon throughout the drama. 24 The tune conjures up multiple scenes of displacement: for the poet as a character in the drama, who finds herself wandering the foreign streets of
"ONLY ETERNITY IS NOT EXILE"
Jerusalem, but also for her role as the play within the play's creator, who, in the first act, claims to be leaving eternity and entering the world, "at home for the weekend" (p. 224). 25 The divisions between the play and play within the play, home and abroad, and world and eternity, are subsequently mirrored in the split subjectivity of the poet, who announces: 24 This song was also made popular during the Weimar period by the famous men's ensemble, the Comedian
Harmonists. 25 The original is in English-English, Hebrew, and French phrases pepper the dialogue from beginning to end. 26 Much of Lasker-Schüler's poetry that she composed around this time also addresses, in one way or another, the sense of self-estrangement and exile that is foregrounded in her literary counterpart in IchundIch. See, for example, the poems "Hingabe" and "So lange es ist her," in Lasker-Schüler, Werke 2, Frankfurt 1996, p. 349, p. 360. 27 Lasker-Schüler, trans. by Curtis. P. 225. In the original:
"Höret, Publikum, die MordgeschichteDie ich an mir in finsterer Nacht vollbracht! The poet's division into two parts establishes the drama's first thematic link to Goethe's Faust, who famously bears two souls "in one breast." 28 Yet the poet's story must be understood in the context of the "gloomy night" of which she speaks: the onset of the Third Reich. In a bold act of usurpation, the explicitly female, Jewish poet has thus replaced the male and ostensibly most
Germanic of all literary creations, subverting the National Socialist appropriation of Faust for its cynical political ends. 29 We are not reading simply a parody or revision of an ostensibly original text, but an active rewriting of it.
Anticipating Faust's appearance in the play, the poet also inserts herself into a dialogue on the role of the female Jewish writer within German literature since the late seventeenth century, and more broadly, on the relationship between German and Jewish culture as such.
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These overlapping discourses are foregrounded when, early in the first act, the poet utters the name of the figure to whom she is devoting her play: "Attention! / To my mother, these lines, / scene also suggests how each figure is reflected and refracted through the other. 44 We 46 Such a gesture also reminds the audience/reader that Faust existed well before Goethe, too. 47 Moments like these could be conceived of further as moments of "reterritorialization" in the sense that Deleuze and Guattari mean it, and which is then appropriated by Skolnik for his own reading of Lasker-Schüler. See Skolnik, p. 146. 48 In another example of how references circulate in this text, Mephisto inserts the words "kiwitt, kiwitt, kiwitt" into Goethe's famous poem, which references the Brother's Grimm's fairytale, "Von dem Machandelboom." See Vennemann, p. 86. This fairytale, in turn, has also been rendered "Vom Wacholderbaum," since Machandelboom and Wacholderbaum mean the same thing (Juniper tree), and the poet refers to Mephisto in IchundIch as "Wacholderkarl" (Dramen, p. 194), clearly alluding to the poem/fairytale Mephisto recites, but also to the actor that is supposed to be playing Mephisto, Karl Hannemann, whom Lasker-Schüler refers to as Wachholderkarl in her poem "Der Hannemann." See Gedichte, p. 229. Finally, Goethe took a song from the fairytale and reworked it for Faust. For more on the circulatory uses of these "foundational texts," See Krauß, p. 160.
describes Napoleon's capture and his soldiers' unyielding loyalty to their emperor, even after their death. 49 The resonance with the contemporary political situation is clear when considering the glaring contrast between the heroic Napoleon, who once led his army into battle himself, and
Hitler, who did not. 50 But Faust is also invoking Heine, who was not only the first widely Jewish exile 53 -he provides a climax to this sequence of allusions. IchundIch thus shows itself to be most subversive not by satirizing National Socialist ideology (which it does, but which one also finds in other works of exile), but by rewriting a German and German-Jewish cultural dialogue that has been suppressed by such ideology. 54 In spite of the imminent and existential threat posed by this regime, the poet, as I alluded to earlier, explicitly affirms "book-related"
rather than "blood-related" affinities (p. 222). 55 Through such affinities exile emerges as a literary practice.
It is also in the climactic fourth act that Faust and Mephisto turn to the subject of exile, one of the few times the phenomenon is actually mentioned by name. The two are playing chess against the faint sound of National Socialists marching in the background. Faust inquires about the "rowdy from Braunau": 56 Recasting one of the great Faustian themes, Mephisto, in contrast, on the one hand, suggests that Faust will only find his way (back) home-beyond exile-in eternity, possibly alluding to one of the "two souls" in Faust's breast: that which longs for the cessation of desire, a wish that can only be granted after death. Mephisto's own banishment from heaven serves as another allusion to the fallen or exiled angel, seeking ultimately to regain favour with his former creator. Under this optic, all of earthly existence is viewed as a realm of exile. On the other hand, Hitler is quite literally knocking on hell's door, seeking to convert even this last bastion of exile into conquered territory and to create a dystopian world in which there is no place of refuge from terror and domination, no sense of an outside or a beyond. 58 Exile as an existential condition and a literary practice has thus confronted its historical realization, invoking the sense of absolute desperation that it has produced in those who are experiencing it. We are further reminded that we are in the realm of fantasy when a "converted" Mephisto, the unlikely hero of the drama, valiantly defends his territory by drowning the enemy in one fell swoop.
Hitler, von Ribbentrop, Goebbels, Göhring, and the rest have been drowned; Faust and
Mephisto unite and ascend into heaven; the play within the play comes to an end. We are left, in the final act, with the poet, the journalist and theatre critic Gershon Swet, and the scarecrow, convening in the garden of an ophthalmologist in Jerusalem. 59 If each of the figures discussed thus far has stood in for at least one other figure (and is therefore exiled from him-or herself), 
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The scarecrow is the drama's exile par excellence, living a paper existence, though nonetheless nourished by multiple literary and cultural heritages.
It is precisely these destabilizing mechanisms, or these forms of exile, that provide the drama with its most effective critique of the exclusivity of National Socialist ideology. The Nazis are in part laughable because they represent nobody besides themselves; they are, in this sense, the only figures that are not living under the conditions of exile. The other characters in the drama, by contrast, only come to their full realization in and through their relations to other texts and historical trajectories. This is not meant to valorize the condition of exile, but rather to suggest how the drama's critique of National Socialism functions in subtle and unusual ways.
Quotation and intertextuality assume a wholly different valence when they are linked to the condition of exile, both historically and structurally. One final moment within (and outside of) this text best illustrates how this phenomenon functions. An early poem of Lasker-Schüler, "Chaos," which seems to anticipate some of the themes that come to full fruition in IchundIch, reads as follows: I need a pain to pierce To strike me cruelly down To rip me into myself! O, for the power, the will To bear me back to my homeland Beneath the maternal breast.
My motherland is soulless, Roses no longer bloom In her warm breath. . . . . Would I had my heart's beloved, To bury myself in his flesh 67 Mutterheimat]" becomes "Your motherland [Deine Mutterheimat]," which has, indeed, lost its soul. 68 The poem's central motifs-division, "motherland" (an explicit feminization of the more conventional "fatherland"), death, pain, fear, and Faustian desire-are preserved in this dialogue, but they are reconfigured by Faust and Mephisto against the backdrop of National Socialism and its existential threat to both German and German-Jewish culture. Once again, book-related affinities pose a challenge to an ideology soaked in blood.
While lamenting the exilic existence of the poet and the various figures that comprise the drama, an existence that never once forgets the "soulless" world that has determined it,
IchundIch nonetheless affirms a utopian vision that lies beyond this dark moment. We see this when the poet, "now a heavenly angel," reappears in the epilogue and suggests-in response to the Gretchenfrage-that God lies over "here!" somewhere behind the curtain. 69 Her statement, I
would argue, expresses not so much a theological commitment as it does a desire for the kind of plenitude that the poet had been denied in her earthly existence. If, then, Faust and Mephisto (and Goethe) are parodied in their use of a classical German verse that appears so out of place at this historical juncture, they are at the same time rescued from a cultural narrative that seeks to make them the exclusive property of National Socialist ideology. Such was part of the task of staging exile in Jerusalem in 1941 for Lasker-Schüler. In its melancholic and yet at times hopeful staging of the German-Jewish tragedy, IchundIch serves as a singular example of theatre in exile.
68 Lasker-Schüler, trans. by Curtis, p. 265; Dramen, p. 224. 69 Lasker-Schüler, trans. by Curtis, pp. 278-279. Quote in the original: "Die Dichterin spricht oder einer der Engel," and "Gott ist 'da'!!" Dramen, p. 235.
